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Season 1, Episode 12
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I've Been Down That Road Before



Rayna begins to settle into the tour when she discovers that Deacon has joined Juliette's band on the road, and she can't help but think that maybe the time has come to make some hard decisions. But will a heart to heart with Deacon help ease the sting of the revelation? Meanwhile Juliette is tired of her bubble gum pop success and is interested in exposing who she really is, though her team is convinced that will damage her commercial success. And Scarlett is counting pennies to keep her head above water -- until Gunnar makes her an offer she can't refuse.
Quest roles:
Ed Amatrudo(Glenn Goodman), Rya Kihlstedt(Marilyn Rhodes), Nicholas Strong(JT), Kimberly Williams-Paisley(Peggy Kenter), Kourtney Hansen(Emily), Erin McCarley(Adria), Jon Menick(Mr. Mason), Sabrina Tiller(Host), Caitlin Carver(Juliette's Dancer), Will Thomas(Dancer), Jonathan Brown(Rayna Jaymes Band Guitarist), Nathaniel Flatt(Juliette's Dancer #4), Curtis Gordon(Roadie / stage manager), Ashley Hargrove(Chicago Fan / Hotel Patron), Rick Hendrix(Bodyguard), Cory Holland(Juliette's Security Guard), Sarah Turner Holland(Backstage VIP), Megan Hopkins(Juliette's Dancer #6), Matthew Hayes Hunter(Hotel Bellhop / Concert Attendee), Amber Jackson(Juliette's Dancer #7), Angela Kerecz(Bluebird Cafe Waitress), Lacey Nicole Montgomery(Awards Attendant), Alan Patterson(Roadie), Aija Penix(Rayna's Background Singer), Jonathan K. Riggs(Concert Attendee), Rick Wells(Police Officer)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
6 February 2013, 22:00
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